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About This Content

Said to be the most successful training aircraft ever produced, the Cessna 172 Skyhawk first entered production in 1958, since
when more than 40,000 have been built. The ‘N’ model was introduced in 1977 and featured an upgraded engine, with additional

options such as air conditioning and larger fuel tanks becoming available before the introduction of the model ‘P’ successor.

Developed by Carenado, the FSX: Steam Edition version of the C172N Skyhawk is a beautifully detailed aircraft ideal for VFR
flying. This pack includes four paint schemes and two models, with and without fairings. (Fairings are externals features which

cover gaps and spaces between parts of an aircraft in order to reduce drag).

Features:

External dynamic shadows, internal dynamic shadows on VC, normal mapping, specular mapping and bloom lights

Polygon optimized model

Interactive virtual cockpit

Animations include ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, rolling wheels, doors, pilot’s window, tilting co-pilot seat, sun
visor, fresh air control and vibrating antenna

3D modelled pilot and cockpit area

Details include pitot pressure chamber, antennas, chocks, pitot tube cover
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Custom panel and gauges

Realistic light effects on gauges

Nightlight effects on panel

Real weight and balance

4 paint schemes

2 models: with and without fairings

Normal and Emergency Procedures PDF

Reference document
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A bit on the easy side, but the atmosphere and story were decent.. Strange game. I enjoyed it though. Point and click adventure
game with a few annoying little things like not being able to skip dialogue you've heard before and the main characters tiny legs
and thigh gap in the artwork and she does do some pretty messed up things to advance the plot but overall I did enjoy it. It is
definitely an intriguing story line and I can't wait for the last episode to come out I will be buying it. Overall for this one?
6.5\/10 a not disappointing start with the potential to be a really good overall story.. Disclaimer: I was asked by the developer of
this game to play it on stream. But I bought the copy of it with my own money.

This game was a very pleasant surprise to me. I went into this game with absolutely no expectations and having never heard
about it prior. It has a casual and humorous atmosphere with a dash of dark humor mixed into it.

The traps in this game progress in difficulty at a good pace so that there are no unexpected spikes in difficulty. The bosses can
be difficult but thankfully your character only respawns if they die. After respawning they can resume fighting the boss right
where they left off.

The story mode for me took a little bit over 3 hours to beat. But the game offers many more game modes for extra replayability.
it also includes leaderboards to match yourself against other players on Steam.

One minor issue that came up a few times throughout my playthrough of this game were some grammatical problems with
dialog. I definitely recommend having those corrected as they can stand out in an otherwise smooth gameplay experience.

Overall I loved this game and recommend it. It's also being released on other platforms to my knowledge (such as Android) and
this game would work very well with a touch screen interface.. If you care about your eye health avoid at all costs. During the
whole 12th level game keeps flashing the loading sign. Hurts the eyes and gives a headache. Below is a link from Twistor's game
guide. You can watch Twister's video from 18 months ago to see what I am talking about:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7HhV76FWG8M

Almost all other levels also have minor glitches.. Great management game! all my favourite teams are available, and i was able
to lead Liverpool to glory, all the real players available and thee game isnt over complicated like other management games out
there at the moment i highly recommend!!
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This game is okay. I wanted to love it, but it is middle of the road. I grew up playing the type of games that this is trying to
emulate, and this doesn't quite hit the mark. The controls (specifically jumping, especially double-jumping later on) aren't quite
right, and when you air-jump you freeze for a couple frames, then jump. There are power-ups that can put you in a situation
where damage is unavoidable (like picking up daggers, which has spreadshot but significantly reduced rate of fire, then
immediatly having an enemy running at you in a coridor with hazards behind you and not being able to shoot fast enough to
keep him off of you.

Most of the difficulty in this game stems from spamming you with enemies, which feels quite cheap and is not really true to the
games that inspired it, because they had sprite limitations to deal with. This has far more forgiving platforming, but the barrage
of enemies very annoying. There are lots of little mechanical niggles that belie the retro aesthetic. Like I said, the jumping is a
little off, the enemy behavior is not quite right, the bosses seem run on subroutines rather than being pattern based, etc. The
difficulty is not consistant, either.

All in all, if you want an old-school-style platformer, and you already beat all the classics, I would recommend you play Shovel
Knight. If you are a hardcore Ghosts 'n Goblins fan, and already played all of the various permutations of it, from the arcade up
to the PSP, and still want more, then this may be the game for you. Otherwise I can't recommend it.. It's even more frustrating
than Getting Over it.. Oh, look, Lego DLC. Apparently was pre-order bonus in some versions. Has around 8 new characters, 2
vehicles and 10 race laps for those vehicles.

And look, it's LEGO game with already tons of characters with some shared powers. And knowing it, you can guess that 8 new
characters are as good as reskins.

Still, I am too biased toward Symbiote Spider-Man, even though his abilities are no different from normal Spider-Man. And
some other superheroes are cool. Add additional vehicle race fluff and I guess I can recommend it on sale.. THE VIDEOKID is
a remake of one of the great classics in the history of gaming, Paperboy, originally from 1985 but made on several platforms
over the years. THE VIDEOKID is a runner where you play a kid riding his skateboard delivering video tapes for marked Letter
boxes While trying to avoid all sorts of dangerous enemies that mostly are 80ies culture icons like movies\/cartoons characters
etc. The handling is as simple as it gets as the controls are left and right and up for jumping while a fourth key is for throwing
the video tapes. The game can be played on either keyboard or controller. When colliding with enemies the first time the game
ends. The game has 3 different trick updates which in my opinion is a bit limited but still ok as you doesnt have much influence
on them anyways. Besides of that different skins can be bought by earning ingame coins.

I think all fans of runners or the original paperboy will be satisfied aquiring this great little game that in my opinion actually is
way better than the original and its sequel. The vast ammount of culture references is really staggering and has had me trying to
remember what movies and shows they might have appeared in originally.

I bought this game at full price and is really happy that i did so as its a simple but addictive game of nostalgia.

Below is posted different characters ive spotted ingame but be aware if you are a film buff you might want to skip that part as i
had a blast myself trying to figure them out.

 various characters\/things from same shows\/movies turning up on different ocasions down the road (who framed roger rabbit,
peanuts, dr who, He-Man, baywatch, karate kid, back to the future, teenage mutant ninja turtles,the blues brothers, 48 hours) -
characters showing once, Inspector gadget, care bears, a-team, big bird, duck tales, star trek, scarface, taxi driver, National
Lampoon's Vacation, michael jacksons thriller, terminator, paddington bear, dukes of hazard, beverly hills cop, ghost busters,
space invaders\/Pac-Man, rocky, herbie, dancing prunes, Short Circuit, lethal weapon, super man, Fraggle Rock, Alvin and the
Chipmunks, smurfs, postman pat, scoobie-doo, Peabody and Sherman, Indiana jones, transformers, Ruff Mitchell from Dennis
the Menace cartoons, flintstones house, Chucky from Child's Play, gremlins, simpsons, Elliot riding bike with E.T, John
McClane from Die Hard, Jason Voorhees, Batman car, pee-wee Herman, Freddy kruger, Beetlejuice, Ash Williams from evil
dead, platoon, aliens 2 armored car, poltergeist house, The Fall Guys truck, Snake Plissken\/Escape from New York, Bill &
Ted's Excellent Adventure, Ferris Bueller's Day Off characters in red car, alien rammed down by previously mentioned armored
car, nightrider, Giant Stay Puft Marshmallow Man from ghost busters

and even then im sure i missed a bunch. lag and frame rate drops make it very difficult to play. For people like me who do not
care for teamwork and refer to football as soccer, turn off the goalies in the Options before starting a match. It makes for some
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ridiculous games. Combining all the sports into one game is ridiculous and is the reason why I bought this game.. If you can pick
this up for the price of a typical mobile game, I'd say go for it. This game is definitely made for mobile. Although there's lots of
roguelike elements, the game still relies heavily on RNG. Gameplay also reminds me of Minesweeper where you click open tiles
to uncover either monsters, loot, or the key to next floor. Each dungeon will require multiple playthroughs until you save up
enough gold to upgrade and overcome the monsters in the dungeon.

There's also a bug right now where you're able to buy items from the hideout, use it, and then sell it back right away. Not sure if
that'll ever be fixed. This game also doesn't work well with 21:9 format, the windowed display option doesn't work well on 34"
monitors.
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